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The solution you need for predictive
asset management to operate your
utility at peak performance.
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Modern utility leaders need accurate, current, comprehensive and accessible data to
manage their facility and the workforce that supports them. To deliver reliable and safe
services to customers, and comply with current regulations, leadership and staff need
quality information at their fingertips.
POWER360AMS is a powerful platform with robust functionality that can deliver the
information you need to make informed asset decisions. This GIS-centric work and asset
management solution provides a portal to information throughout the lifecycle of the
assets you rely upon for power distribution, transmission and generation. POWER360AMS
allows you to collect, store, consolidate and analyze data from multiple systems for:
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Using its POWER360Bus technology, the platform integrates with enterprise systems
for billing, scheduling, materials management and more. Within it there are templates
designed specifically for electric and gas utility assets, eliminating the need for costly
customizations.
POWER360AMS models tabular, map, schematic and 3D data in the Esri geodatabase
with wide access to graphics and attributes that are scalable. It integrates with multiple
Esri ArcGIS applications such as Insights, Collector, Survey123 and more.
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Access to information
wherever you are
Best of all—you can use POWER360AMS
on desktop, tablet and mobile applications.
From the office to the plant, substation
or field locations of your assets,
POWER360AMS makes it possible to
gather and monitor data where and when
you need it, resulting in more efficient work
flows and up-to-date information.

“The success of our deployment has been the
outstanding user acceptance.”
Janna Weir, Program Manager, Independence Power & Light

Wherever your utility resides on the asset management
continuum, from reactive to preventative to predictive,
POWER360AMS and POWER’s team of experts can
help you move your strategy forward. Our consultants
are IAM certified experts who know the utility business
and the systems that support the business at utilities.
Let us show you how POWER360AMS can empower
your data and decision-making to improve reliability,
safety and regulatory compliance at your utility.

Schedule a demonstration today!
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